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ABSTRACT
Since the World Health Organization (WHO) first declared 
the novel coronavirus a pandemic, diverse strategies 
have emerged to address it. This paper focuses on two 
leading strategies, elimination and mitigation, and 
examines their ethical basis. Elimination or ’Zero- COVID’ 
dominates policies in Pacific Rim societies. It sets as 
a goal zero deaths and seeks to contain transmission 
using stringent short- term lockdowns, followed by strict 
find, test, trace and isolate methods. Mitigation, which 
dominates in the US and most European nations, sets 
targets for community transmission and lifts restrictions 
once targets are met. This approach takes calculated risks 
and regards a certain amount of disease and death as 
ethically justified. Section I examines different societal 
responses to risk that underlie these different policy 
approaches. Section II focuses on ethical arguments 
favouring Zero- COVID and raises health equity 
objections. Section III proposes a long- term strategy that 
balances the twin goals of promoting population health 
and health equity.

Since the WHO first declared the novel corona-
virus a pandemic, diverse strategies have emerged 
to address it. This paper focuses on two leading 
strategies, elimination and mitigation, and exam-
ines their social and ethical bases. We apply a health 
equity lens and find fault with both approaches 
but focus on Zero- COVID, which fares worse by 
this measure. We propose a long- term strategy that 
better balances the twin goals of population health 
and health equity.

Elimination or ‘Zero- COVID’ dominates Pacific 
Rim societies, such as New Zealand, Australia, 
Singapore, Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, mainland 
China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, many of which 
are island states that can more readily seal their 
borders. It is framed as setting zero deaths as a goal 
and reaching this by forcefully containing trans-
mission through short- term lockdowns, followed 
by stringent find, test, trace and isolate methods. It 
emphasises a duty to protect lives at all costs. Early 
in the pandemic, countries applying elimination 
were often the most successful at preventing trans-
mission, leading some to conclude that elimination 
was an optimal strategy in terms of both saving lives 
and minimising economic damage.1

Mitigation dominates the US and most Euro-
pean nations. It is framed as ‘flattening the curve’ 
and avoiding overwhelming healthcare systems by 
setting targets for community transmission and 
imposing restrictions on individuals to reduce 
spread until targets are met. It takes calculated risks, 
regarding a certain amount of disease and death as 
ethically justified, although unfortunate.

With the advent of highly effective vaccines, 
vaccination has become a dominant factor for 

combatting SARS- CoV- 2, just as it was historically 
in the push to eradicate other infectious diseases. 
Yet it seems likely vaccination alone will not prove 
adequate, and non- pharmacologic methods will 
continue to be considered as a longer- term strategy. 
If global vaccine distribution continues to favour 
high- income and upper middle- income nations, 
the first phase of recovery might begin in wealthier 
regions. A second phase might occur when vaccines 
reach the rest of the world. During a final, postpan-
demic phase, deaths from the novel coronavirus may 
recede worldwide, with SARS- CoV- 2 reappearing 
annually alongside H1N1 and other respiratory 
viruses, such as rhinovirus, coronavirus, respiratory 
syncytial virus and parainfluenza, referred to as the 
‘common cold’. The timing of these phases is hard 
to gauge, and the trajectory may not be linear. If 
the general characterisation is roughly right, soci-
eties may never realise the elusive ‘Zero- COVID’ 
but may nonetheless reduce the severity and inci-
dence of the novel coronavirus to a level resembling 
diseases like diphtheria, tetanus, measles, mumps, 
rubella and Haemophilus influenzae.

While neither Zero- COVID nor mitigation can 
remove the inequitable impact of the COVID- 19 
pandemic on socially disadvantaged groups, each 
could do more to address it. Both policies focus 
narrowly on preserving capacity in the acute care 
system (in countries that have them) in contrast 
to previous pandemic planning which empha-
sised overall population health. We focus on the 
health equity effects of Zero- COVID, which have 
been less thoroughly explored. Section I examines 
different societal responses to risk that underlie 
each approach. Section II explores ethical argu-
ments favouring Zero- COVID and argue strict 
Zero- COVID fares poorly as a long- term strategy. 
Section III proposes a long- term strategy that better 
promotes population health and health equity.

I. RESPONSES TO RISK
Risk is an unavoidable feature of everyday life. We 
assume risks each time we take a swim, get in a 
car or cross the street. We also assume risks by not 
doing certain things—exercising, sleeping enough 
or eating right. When we stop to think about risks 
we take, they may seem worth it because of what 
they enable us to do, namely, live our lives and 
enjoy fuller, more flourishing lives. Risk- taking can 
advance societal goods like public safety, as well as 
personal well- being. Yet what risks are worth taking? 
What goods are essential for living and leading a 
flourishing life? In some parts of the world, people 
accept more risks to health because they perceive 
this enables them to live and lead better lives, freer 
from outside encumbrances. In these societies, miti-
gation strategies might be more appealing. In other 
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societies, protecting life and health are by far the weightiest 
values, and more restrictions seem worth it because they safe-
guard these precious goods. While risk is a quotidian feature 
of daily life, proclivities towards risk are shaped by a society’s 
collectivist or individualist values, tighter or looser attitudes 
toward rules, recent experiences with public health threats, and 
changing conditions.

Collectivist or Individualist
While all policy choices involve calculated risks, collectivist 
and individualist values have been shown to influence societal 
response to risk by affecting how people perceive decisions, 
formulate options and select actions.2

In more collectivist societies, people tend to see themselves as 
inseparably joined with others and part of a wider social fabric. 
This inclines them to perceive risks as affecting everyone in their 
interconnected group and to minimise risks to protect others. 
One way of elaborating this is in terms of face, a standard desig-
nating positive social self- worth in relation to a social network. 
Face has Chinese origins, derived from liǎn, indicating society’s 
confidence in a person’s moral character, and miànzi, indicating 
amoral social prestige society awards based on a person’s perfor-
mance.3 4 Concerns about saving face, losing face, and main-
taining face affect what people do and the risks they are willing 
to take to varying degrees.5

In collectivist societies, face consciousness may be expressed 
as a sense of collective duty or taking pride in reflecting well on 
behalf of one’s group. For example, Confucian- influenced soci-
eties, like mainland China, Vietnam, North Korea and Taiwan, 
are collectively oriented and inclined to regard saving face as 
a duty owed others. The appeal of Zero- COVID policies for 
these societies is that they fulfil a duty owed to others not to 
become sickened by disease. Japanese society displays a similar 
concern with maintaining face for others’ benefit (referred to as 
seken- tei) and avoiding the loss of face associated with becoming 
sick.6 Preserving face by staying healthy is entwined with tradi-
tional Shinto notions, such as kegare, an impure and unclean 
condition which is associated with disease and death. By staying 
well and avoiding disease, people perceive they can save face and 
preserve seken- tei.

People in individualist- oriented societies, such as the USA 
and some, but not all,7 European nations, show less face 
consciousness. They tend to regard individuals as independent 
and self- sufficient—free to ‘do their own thing’. This leads to 
making decisions based mostly on individual preferences, while 
deflecting efforts to restrict individual choice. The appeal of 
mitigation strategies in individualist societies is that they seem 
to interfere less with people’s autonomous choice. Even though 
personal decisions, such as not wearing face coverings, can 
threaten others' health and safety, individuals may downplay 
such risks and feel entitled to be self- determining.

Tight or loose
A further factor shaping risk response is a tight or loose atti-
tude toward rules. Gefland et al asked people in 33 nations a 
series of questions, including ‘Are there many social norms that 
people in your society are supposed to follow?’ ‘Are there very 
clear expectations for how people should act in most situations?’ 
and ‘If someone acts inappropriately, will others strongly disap-
prove?’8 They discerned patterns in the responses people gave. 
In some societies, which they called, ‘tight’, people reported 
strong norms and low tolerance for deviant behaviour and 
characterised their socialisation as limiting the range of accept-
able behaviours; in other societies, which they called ‘loose’, 

people reported fewer norms and greater tolerance for deviant 
behaviour and described their socialisation as broadening the 
range of permissible behaviours.

These characterisations shed light on different responses to 
SARS- CoV- 2. Tighter societies were generally more accepting 
of and compliant with strict rules requiring sheltering in place, 
testing, and contract tracing; this led to lower COVID- 19 death 
rates early in the pandemic. Looser societies generally resisted 
restrictions and opted for less stringent strategies like mitigation; 
this resulted in higher COVID- 19 death rates overall. With the 
emergence of more dangerous virus variants and the availability 
of highly effective vaccines in wealthier regions, tightness and 
looseness continue to shape pandemic responses, with relatively 
tight societies generally slower to reopen and relatively loose 
societies generally resuming prepandemic ways of life sooner. 
Many other factors shape societies’ tightness or looseness, 
including politics, policing power, wealth and technological 
capabilities.

Historical experience
A further factor shaping societal responses to risk are recent 
public health threats. Generally, ‘societies evolve to be tighter 
when they face chronic threats over the course of many years,’ 
and they tighten up in the face of a sudden collective threat—
even if it is short- lived.9 Unless a threat persists or recurs, 
societies revert to a prior state, suggesting that inertial forces 
influence tightness and looseness, yet are malleable.

A recent experience that might have impacted risk response 
during the COVID- 19 pandemic was the 2003 SARS epidemic, 
which affected over 24 Asian nations. SARS might have 
increased risk aversion in affected nations, inclining people 
towards stricter elimination strategies and risk- protective 
behaviours, like sheltering in place. By contrast, nations without 
such experiences were not driven by a collective memory to 
respond in this way.

Changing conditions
As conditions change and people reflect on new experiences, 
risk perceptions and policy choices can shift. Since the SARS- 
CoV- 2 virus first emerged, the virus has become a more formi-
dable foe. Hypertransmissible mutations, like Delta, reduce the 
odds of realising the elusive ‘Zero- COVID’; with some experts 
estimating that 90% of a population would require vaccination 
to achieve population- level protection.10

Other changes include rapid roll- out of highly effective 
vaccines. Since most shots to date have gone to high- income and 
upper middle- income countries, the novel coronavirus seems 
unlikely to be eradicated through vaccination alone. Even after 
vaccines are widely available, vaccine refusal may persist and 
variants of concern may emerge that reduce vaccine efficacy, 
leading societies to consider non- pharmacologic methods as a 
long- term strategy.

If SARS- CoV- 2 becomes endemic, societies pursuing Zero- 
COVID will be forced to change policy goals and decide what 
level of increase in background death rates is acceptable. The 
1918 pandemic caused the deaths of 50 million people before 
receding, now returning annually during ‘influenza season’ to 
claim the lives of about 650 000 people. The transition to a 
possibly prolonged phase of COVID- 19 will require societies to 
decide when it becomes tenable to resume ordinary life, despite 
predictable increases in death and disease. These developments 
inform our assessment of ethical arguments for and against 
Zero- COVID.
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II. ETHICAL ARGUMENTS
Arguments for Zero-COVID
A central argument to justify Zero- COVID holds that societies 
have an overarching duty to protect life and regards every death 
from COVID- 19 as one too many. Since Zero- COVID has a 
better track record of saving lives than mitigation, we should 
favour it. Evidence that Zero- COVID saves more lives comes 
from multiple studies comparing countries using elimination and 
mitigation; for example, Oliu- Barton found countries adopting 
Zero- COVID- 19 had COVID- 19 death rates 25 times lower.11

In response, while suppression tactics reduce COVID- 19 
related deaths, they inadvertently increase deaths from other 
causes. Woolf et al reported 72.9% of increased death rates in 
the USA between March 2020 and January 2021 were directly 
or indirectly attributable to COVID- 19.12 Other studies docu-
ment excess death during shelter- in- place orders from domestic 
violence,13 depression- related suicide14 and drug overdose.15 
Advocates for Zero- COVID might reply by saying that their 
approach saves more lives overall, even if it yields some excess 
deaths. Yet, once we begin to think about trade- offs this way, we 
are moving away from a duty- based argument towards utilitarian 
type reasoning.

Utilitarian defences of Zero- COVID regard it as the best 
means to maximise well- being for everyone affected. Since 
inequities in the distribution of well- being can themselves be a 
source of negative utility, a more sophisticated utilitarian might 
count inequities as negative utilities and minimise them to the 
extent necessary to maximise overall well- being. However, this 
approach may remain vulnerable to some health equity objec-
tions, including those requiring giving all people equal chances to 
live,16 or requiring preventing inequalities that subvert people’s 
status as free and equal persons.17

Arguments against Zero-COVID
Arguments opposing Zero- COVID appeal more directly to 
health equity and a special duty to disadvantaged members of 
society. These arguments may apply differently depending on a 
country’s level of wealth. In low- income countries, policies like 
lockdowns produce particularly adverse consequences, because 
many people are reliant on daily wages to survive and lack the 
means to purchase food in advance and refrigerators to store 
it. Commenting on this, a leading group of African intellectuals 
called the ‘containment’ model of northern countries ‘brutal’ for 
most Africans; they demanded politicians consider the ‘chronic 
precarity’ that characterises the daily lives of their people and 
stressed ‘the value of every human being regardless of status.’18 
The crux of their argument was that the poor should not be 
consigned to die from starvation to reduce death rates from 
COVID- 19. This lesson was learnt previously, during the Ebola 
epidemic in Sierra Leone, when lockdowns led to inhumane 
health and social consequences for vulnerable groups.19

In both low- income and high- income countries, health equity 
considerations relate to structural inequalities, like income 
inequality and racism. Consider Singapore. Lauded early in 
the pandemic by Harvard epidemiologist, Lipsitch, as a ‘gold 
standard’ due to its rapid public health response and success 
containing SARS- CoV- 2,20 Singapore’s success unravelled in 
April 2020, when the virus reached migrant worker dormito-
ries. Human Rights Watch reported Singapore’s migrants were 
‘housed in crowded and unsanitary dormitories with up to 20 
people sharing a room, and communal bathrooms… conditions 
that increased the risk of spreading COVID- 19;’ during lock-
down, the bulk of migrants were confined to ‘hot, overcrowded 

rooms with little ventilation, leaving them at risk of infection.’21 
By August 2020, over 90% of Singapore’s reported cases were 
among dormitory residents. The case of Singapore illustrates 
how forces other than face consciousness impact the risks people 
consider when making policy decisions.

Singapore is hardly alone. Many wealthy nations pursuing 
elimination jeopardised the health and safety of displaced 
and marginalised people. For example, while Hong Kong is a 
wealthy city, it is among the most unequal places in the world, 
with one in five people living in poverty.22 During lockdowns, 
over 200 000 individuals in the city of Hong Kong were forced 
to retreat to spaces, locally referred to as ‘cage homes’, where 
the average living space is 48 square feet, less than one- third the 
size of a New York City parking space, with ethnic minorities 
hit hardest.23 Like Singapore, Hong Kong’s poverty is entwined 
with ethnicity. South Asians, (a group including Indians, Paki-
stanis and Nepalese) experience higher poverty rates than the 
general population; more than half (56.5%) Hong Kong Paki-
stanis live below the poverty line.24 How these groups fared 
under lock- down measures has not been studied, but we suspect 
they did not fare well.

The examples of low- income African countries, migrant 
workers in Singapore and people living in poverty in Hong Kong 
reflect a broader pattern of poor COVID- 19 outcomes associ-
ated with poverty, poor housing conditions and limited access to 
healthcare. They demonstrate health equity concerns so serious 
and morally offensive that they cast serious doubt on elimination 
as an ethically sustainable way forward. The persistent use of 
elimination is even more ethically problematic than its short- 
term application, because it embeds inequities deeper and more 
permanently, raising stakes for disenfranchised groups.

While we have underlined that Zero- COVID responses raises 
troublesome health equity concerns, health equity concerns are 
hardly confined to this strategy. Mitigation can also dispropor-
tionately burden marginalised communities, especially when 
they occur against a backdrop of structural racism or poverty. 
For example, in the USA, where mitigation prevails, black and 
brown communities fared worse as did people residing in areas 
with high social vulnerability; mitigation policies did little to 
alleviate these inequitable effects.25 A larger point worth making 
is that when public health focuses on a single disease, overall 
population health suffers, as do core public health values, like 
equity, solidarity and justice.

III. A WAY FORWARD
The best long- term response to the SARS- CoV- 2 virus balances 
eliminating disease with promoting population health and 
health equity. It considers what is owed groups that are unduly 
burdened by COVID- 19 and by societal responses to it. First, 
it imposes restrictions proportionate with a group’s socioeco-
nomic level and resources. For example, low- income groups 
in Africa, migrant workers in Singapore, and ‘cage people’ in 
Hong Kong might be subject to mask mandates and the means 
to comply supplied. The ethical justification is that society has a 
duty to protect its least well- off members and to make amends 
for dipropionate burdens they bore from societal policies. 
Second, a balanced approach tailors restrictions to real risks in 
a population, applying more restrictions to subgroups at greater 
risk of severe disease and death, while also paying attention to 
equity. For example, it imposes fewer restrictions on vaccinated 
than unvaccinated groups after vaccines are widely and equi-
tably available. The ethical rationale is that societies ought to 
use the least restrictive means necessary to achieve public health 
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goals. To avoid burdensome effects on marginalised groups, this 
approach requires qualification. For example, before vaccines 
were available, policies barring visitors from long- term care facil-
ities serving older clientele might avoid unduly burdening older 
people by developing ways to visit outdoors, limit visitors, and 
require masking. Third, a balanced approach assigns different 
priorities to different domains. For example, schools merit 
higher priority for opening than gyms, because young children 
without in- person schooling miss crucial socialdevelopmental 
milestones. Lifting ‘no visitor’ policies in hospitals merits higher 
priority too, because families can serve as a lifeline for hospi-
talised patients. The ethical rationale is the utilitarian view that 
more serious, long lasting, and irreversible harms count more. 
Finally, a balanced approach shares risk fairly. It enforces restric-
tions in ways that are non- stigmatising and safeguard basic needs 
for all citizens. The ethical basis is respecting human dignity.

In conclusion, two leading strategies for responding to 
COVID- 19 fall short. Zero- COVID is the most prone to neglect 
health disparities, but mitigation also falters when it loses sight 
of overall population health. We propose a long- term strategy 
that puts twin aims of health equity and population health front 
and centre.
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